SPLUNK FOR SECURITY CASE STUDY

Hurricane Labs helps unlock national
healthcare system’s full security potential
Boosting a healthcare system’s security
maturity through comprehensive
gap analysis, proactive SOC process
improvements, and custom use case
expansion.
The Challenge
As one of the largest nonprofit healthcare systems
based in the Midwest–operating over 105 hospitals,
40 long-term assisted living facilities, a multitude of
nursing colleges, and many in- and outpatient care
facilities–this healthcare system is responsible for
providing skilled, compassionate care as well as safety
and protection for their patients.
Like many organizations in the healthcare industry
today, however, this healthcare system was struggling
to harness the power of big data for comprehensive
security coverage. After a third party audit revealed
findings across the following areas, they decided it
was time to take action:
• Visibility gaps across the larger scope of their
environment
• Lackluster log monitoring and security operations
capabilities

Industry
Healthcare
Environment
100+ locations nationwide
85,000+ employees
700G Splunk Enterprise Cloud with
Splunk for Security
Challenges
Enhancing security monitoring and
investigation processes
Increasing Splunk best practices &
footprint across the environment
Services Used
Hurricane Labs Security Services
Hurricane Labs Managed Splunk Services
Specialties: Consulting, Implementation,
Development, Tuning, & Maintenance
Results
Successful goal achievement across all
SOC processes, including proper data
ingestion & comprehensive Splunk for
security capabilities.

• Inability to leverage Splunk best practices for
security results
The healthcare system gave themselves a one-year
goal to remediate their visibility and compliance
issues, and–with the help of Hurricane Labs–they were
able to do so successfully.
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The Results
At the one-year mark, the healthcare system provided evidence of the major
wins experienced by virtue of having Hurricane Labs as their Managed
Services Provider. The following section includes quotes from the healthcare
system’s Security Operations Center Manager.

Search & Investigation Capability Establishment
“Hurricane Labs has done an excellent job of ensuring
that [we have] the ability to see threats by having
proactive measures in place. When WannaCry or
other big threats come around, it’s within a matter
of minutes that we can reach out for situational
awareness and recommended action.”

Adaptable, Scalable, & Repeatable
Process Development
“One of the biggest challenges in a large organization
is that you have more eyes on glass, which can prove
diﬃcult when attempting to navigate repeatable
processes. Hurricane Labs has helped us develop such
processes that empower us to adapt to the large scale
work we’re doing. It has never felt like an ‘us’ versus
‘them,’ it has always been a ‘we.’”

Risk Coverage Metrics & Risk Remediation
Maximization
“Over the past year, Hurricane Labs helped us
successfully reduce our risk. Where Splunk is deployed,
our risk was reduced by 12.5%.”

New Data Source Identiﬁcation & Custom Use Case
Development
“The customization capabilities have been a huge
benefit for us. We’ve been able to work closely with
Hurricane Labs to develop a new collection of 36
business-specific use cases.”
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Proactive Monitoring & Actionable
Alerting Improvements
“From looking at the monitoring and the alerting we had
in place, we could see we weren’t receiving data and our
data models weren’t tuned or turned on for Enterprise
Security. With the help of Hurricane Labs, within 3-10
months we were quickly able to go from only four
useful correlation search alerts to 28 active alerts.”

SOC Operational Procedure Expansion & Maturity
“With Hurricane Labs, this year is the first that we’ve
had zero findings in our SOC, which means findings
show our ability to support a strong foundation.
Triage, infrastructure, remediation–we nailed every
piece, which is phenomenal especially when it was
within the first year.”

Dashboard Deliverables & Quick Turnaround
“With Hurricane Labs, reporting capabilities have
been provided and they’ve helped us with solid plan
maintenance. We now have dashboards that are
customized to meet our needs. We’ve never had a
request where we haven’t seen a turnaround in less
than 24 hours.”

Future-Oriented Solutions Built for Long-Term
Agility & Scalability
“Hurricane Labs isn’t just building for the moment, but
building for the future.”
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Why they chose Hurricane Labs
After evaluating a selection of managed security services providers (MSSP), including the one they already
had in place, the healthcare system decided to partner with Hurricane Labs. They felt Hurricane Labs’ 24/7
dedicated Security Operations Center and thorough demonstration of Splunk best practices would be the
best-fitting solution for their objectives.

Over the course of the process, Hurricane Labs was able to identify problem areas and
develop a roadmap of diﬀerent tracks as well as provide the following benefits:

Team Collaboration
& Integration

Real-time Working
Sessions

On-the-ﬂy
Adjustments

Streamlined
Communications

Smooth Knowledge
Transfers

Proactive Workﬂow

By the end of the four-month audit period, with environmental reviews on all SOC processes, data ingestion,
and SIEM capabilities, it was the first time the healthcare system had zero audit findings related to security
operations. As a result, the healthcare system has been pleased with the achievement of their objectives as well
as Hurricane Labs’ help in “building a seamless SOC from start to finish.”
Hurricane Labs continues to appreciate our partnership with this customer, and we look forward to future
Splunk and security success together.

About Hurricane Labs
Hurricane Labs is a dynamic Managed
Services Provider that unlocks the
potential of Splunk and security for diverse
enterprises across the United States. With
a dedicated, Splunk-focused team and an
emphasis on humanity and collaboration,
we provide the skills, resources, and results
to help make our customers’ lives easier.
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